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Abstract
Objectives: To present the principle of working of some of the widely used adaptive security schemes in the domain
of ubiquitous computing. Methods/Statistical Analysis: The main focus of the study includes analysis of the security
schemes with respect to the use of security parameters such as context and trust. Many security schemes applied for
various applications are considered and evaluated by considering the security credentials such as access control, privacy,
and context-awareness. The study finds context and trust as essential to develop adaptive and accurate security framework.
Findings: The paper identified different taxonomies built for trust, context, policy and adaptive security. It pointed many
solutions to couple with the security issues like access control, and authentication that are more appropriate to the today’s
world. It also discussed many security and implementation credentials with a review summary and suggested the findings
could be used to propose adaptive security frameworks which can offer the required level of security. Application/
Improvements: The proposed framework can be used to applications built in the Ubiquitous Computing Environment
(UCE) such as Ubiquitous-healthcare, U-learning, U-smart campus, and so on.
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1. Introduction
A computing history1 started with the centralized computing and followed with Client-Server computing,
Internet computing, and Pervasive/Ubiquitous computing. Ubiquitous computing applications are found to
operate in an open, dynamic, and flexible environment
and have enough freedom in selection and utilization of
services at any time and place. The high spontaneity and
heterogeneity of ubiquitous computing environments
include self-adaptive applications2 that are essential to realizing the ubiquitous computing vision of
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invisibility and ubiquity. This nature of ubiquity and
mobility require adaptive security issues including privacy, authentication, authorization, and trust. Usually,
researchers concentrate on particular security aspects
such as secure service discovery, context-aware services, or trust model, or risk aware security, intrusion
detection without looking at the dynamic nature of
the security requirements reflecting towards changing
characteristics and requirements of the service requesters. There are no such works found which is aware of
the deserved security level to the service requester’s
situation.
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In this regard, nowadays the computing environments
include smart devices that are aware of the context in which
they operate and adapt themselves to the new surroundings and requirements at the design time. A protection
scheme defined at the design time is not enough and cannot be considered to provide the security in the operational
environment. However, protection schemes deployed automatically at run-time conquers much security issues to
the current safety requirements of the environment3. The
adopted security should continue to protect service access
from unauthorized or malicious entities, even when security
concerns change dynamically4. To do so many technologies
are proposed, but most of them were found to be static in
nature. Hence, the primary concern of this study is to identify the attributes to design an adaptive security scheme
which will work dynamically by adopting the changes happening in the heterogenic computing world.

applications, health care management, tourism, e-business11
smart spaces12,13 like - home, offices, university, etc., require
adaptive security approaches while providing the services.
Many research works stressed the importance of
context and trust in the resource constrained ubiquitous computing environment. The changing computing
resources, accessing services, network, contexts, and user
trust characterized the ubiquitous environments a need
for context-aware self-adaptive systems14. According to15,
the ubiquitous/pervasive computing includes a complex
socio-technical system that needs beyond traditional
system-centric approaches for designing security with a
well-approached analysis. Hence, we concentrate more on
designing the framework based on contextual and trust
analysis to define the adaptive security16,17 level based on
the requirement in the ubiquitous environment.
In our survey the security schemes are placed under
the following two categories:

1.1 Requirements for Adaptive Security

• Context based security
• Trust based security

Adaptive security is an aggregation of security measure with
continuous monitoring to detect or prevent vulnerabilities/
risk and act for the new assessed threats5 based on the capacity of the node. The security adaptation is not a new concept6;
it is the desirability of a system that adapts security in an
autonomous manner, to answer as quickly and efficiently to
perceived threats in its environment. In conjunction with the
above, an adaptive security is defined as the “security solution/
protocol that senses, learns the changes in the environment,
device capacity, variations in the network services with the
anticipated threats and to adopt the new security requirements and execute itself without the intrusion of the humans”.
To achieve the required security in ubiquitous computing and related technologies, it is necessary to have
adaptive mechanisms/policies7. At the same time, the
security mechanism should be aware of the context of the
device for computation while performing the analysis of
the user behaviour or environment. Thus, there is a need
to focus the research on the adaptive security by considering the vulnerability of the operating context. From8,9
adaptations does not only mean dynamic loading/
replacement of software components or technologies but
satisfying the requirements of an application adaptation.
In the context-aware systems, the untrusted users
also pose the security problems. Hence, the security credentials necessarily give scope to10 the user trust and
security in context-aware systems with the feature of adaptability. The exposed real world applications such as military
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In second, third and fourth section discusses the security schemes based on context, trust and adaptive security
issues reviewed with the design and relevant security
issues. In the last section, we attempted to summarize the
schemes with the various research works done under context, trust and privacy issues.

2. Context-based Security
This section discusses the definition of context, applicability, role and adaptability of the context attribute to
design security framework. The concept of context has
started from 1990 when Mark Weiser introduced the term
ubiquitous computing. The context-awareness focused
towards the desktop to mobile device, physical sensors
to virtual sensors and vehicular devices to body wear
devices. Many definitions are defined by many researchers, but found to be application specific or nearly to the
operational environment based. We define the context in
the ubiquitous environment as
“Context as any information that is utilized to identify,
analyse, and describe the requirements and the situation
of an entity, which can be used to support the required
services or applications”.
The greater challenges are faced while developing
frameworks to address security and privacy issues in the
context-aware systems18. The context-aware services raise
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a risk of security and privacy, but a distinct approach
keeps these risks behind. On the contradictory, context
awareness enhances the effectiveness of the mechanisms
by incorporating contextual data into a decision-making
process19. Thus, the usage of context20 to provide security
was considered as a primary attribute of the ubiquitous
network, where the services more often are context-aware.
From the works16–19 done under context-aware environment, the taxonomy of the context for security in the
ubiquitous computing environment is proposed in Figure
1. According to our view, the context can be behavioural,
computing or physical. The physical contexts talk about
the user and environmental context like temperature,
light, noise, location, etc. The computational context
considers the computational task like capacity, communication overhead, and associated processing overhead.
The behavioural context is about location, time, situation,
risk management, and activity about to adaptive or nonadaptive nature. Utilizing the context, a new approach
called, “context-based security” was proposed21 through
context policies. The new security policies can be set to
identify the enforced mechanism for the new scenario.
Thus, the security policies based on context gets on
appropriate mechanism to enforce the required level of
security for the existing or future situations. In the following subsections, we discuss some of the categorization
that suited in the context-aware security approaches in
the ubiquitous computing environment.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of context.

2.1 Adaptive Nature in Context based
Security
The idea of adaptive and ubiquitous systems is already a
subject of intense research for several years to realize context information as intellectual property while enforcing
the security16. The technologies evolved nowadays enable
users to access services using multiple channels. Though
most of the channels assure secure communication, it
is not remarkable practically. Hence, a well-managed
context-aware security characterization to service access
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by adaptivity and multichannel access is much concentrated17. The adaptation includes context lifecycle
approach and we defined our own context life cycle in
Figure 2 with the peer review16,17.

Figure 2. Context life cycle.

Context discovery and acquisition includes discovery of
the new context in the operating environment and then to
acquire for modelling. The acquisition techniques include
pull and push technique, through sensors, and sources. The
procedures of acquisition vary from application to application, but the acquisition data remains the same. The context
modelling be based on the static polices or adaptive policies.
Preferably for heterogeneous environment, adaptive context
modelling techniques are most solicited and are our topic
of concern. The context reasoning evaluates the outcome of
the modelling done based on ontology6, graphical12, object
based, mark-up language schemes, etc. These reasoning are
helpful for context decision. The context decisions are in the
final stage of lifecycle that intimates the entity to adapt accurate decision.
While doing context acquisition, modelling, and reasoning, a care is needed to provide security and privacy. A
well-defined security protocols protect and save the context.
Several research works concentrate on providing the security and privacy for context-aware applications based on
policy, contents, profiles, rules, etc., but the context decision
in context-aware security applications need to understand
the requirements and demands of the situation without the
intrusion of the human to organise and structure the dynamic
operability of its internal components.
Many works lag to include adaptivity, hence the consideration of context life cycle while designing may experience
adaptivity. In the below works we review the adaptive
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security protocols that adopted context as a main parameter.
In12 appropriate security levels for a pervasive application
was presented through the contextual graphs by making
the security decisions as action with the user’s role, time
of operation, the domain of request arrived. The consideration of the incremental acquisition of new context made
the proposal nonadaptive towards security and raised the
risk in the environment. In this situation, a risk management for the new context information representing changes
in the environment and usage of an application was found
as a new solution22–26. Towards this, a flexible and autonomous adaptation in resource restricted mobile devices used
in smart spaces based on ontology was proposed. The startup and run-time phase adaptation were used for data assets
by the risk-based security measurements in different threat
situations. But, the theoretical approach works in the same
communication domain.
An assessment framework27 evaluates the contextaware adaptive security based on processing capability
and resources available for the Internet of Things (IoT)
in e-Health application. Many organisations like Cluster
of European Research Projects on the IoT (CERP-IoT)28
focused their time bound research and development on
context-aware computing on the IoT during 2015-2020.
The framework addressed the specific requirements
related to the context, the data communication, the
devices, and the actions of the involved actors in the
health care system. The measurable data from sensors
were used as training data towards adaptive security.
The framework applies to any quality of service requirements but fails towards situation based security for the
applications and changing conditions in the operating
environment. In compliment with the situation based
security a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) composed
for the user, role, session, User-Role Assignment (URA),
Permission-Role Assignment (PRA), role hierarchy, and
constraints was found29. But, RBAC fails to fulfil the need
of adaptive security30 in a new environment like ubiquitous environment. Hence, a Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) approach, UML and the Object Constraint
Language (OCL) is proposed to enable the precise specification and verification of the classified RBAC policies31.
Here, the policies are selected for analysis and classification of the various RBAC. Due to the non-dynamic nature
of temporal and spatial contexts, the proposal was categorized into the nonadaptive model. Still now we are able to
clearly analyse that, the context can play a role either in
defining the attributes for security or policy creation. In
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the next few works, we review some more context related
works about the user and environment behaviours.
A framework based on context-aware access control
proposed32 a model based on a need-to-know principle. It
considered the access control by evaluating the risk of the
users request in the corresponding context and grants permission only when the request falls below an acceptable level
of risk. The framework traced the requirements of the user
to establish a treatment-based permission profile by accumulating and analysing the data access history. The access
control was allowed by policy and predefined context (critical, dangerous, and stable) management. This was one of the
schemes which adopted the dynamic policies, but contextual definitions were found to be static. To make the context
policies dynamic, the recommendation from trusted professional33 is required. Here, the trust assessments metrics are
utilized to a particular property access of a security system
to make the model flexible in its approach and facilitates an
entity trust depending on the contextual need. Finally, these
work stressed the importance of trust in the context to adopt
the dynamic security policies in the changing environment.

2.2 Communication and Energy
Consumption Overhead in Context
based Security
The object-oriented middleware facilitated the contextsensitive communication in ubiquitous computing23. The
consumption of large amount of energy, non-interoperability
among reconfigurable objects and non-adaptive operability
for frequent context changes in real-time makes the proposal
made to dawdle towards energy consumption overhead. A
context sensitive communication for service discovery based
on ontology for large scale ubiquitous network to support
scalable semantic queries with low communication overhead was proposed24. Context-sensitive communication
and information tools were developed and tested25 for easier
implementation, maintenance, to support different types
of terminals, networks, and services, security and usability
requirements. For the potential utilization of the mobile
terminal, the security concerns and handling with the user
interface requires accuracy with each application. Our
previous work concentrated on energy efficient adaptive
context-aware access control design for accessing the web in
a centralized approach26. The nature of adaptivity was implemented based the activity done in the history, type of service
requested, time, location and purpose. Contradictory27 proposed context-aware access control architecture to secure
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web service using environment roles played by the user. Both
the work was an attempt to provide adaptability with minimum computation energy. The capturing of relevant security
context of the environment with minimum energy will make
the models more applicable in any computing environment.
Hence, a context-aware adaptable, energy efficient model
was in need to design the security framework.

2.3 Risk Management in Context based
Security
A conceptual model, which is an area of modelling34 identifies the security context and takes related social aspects
into account through a set of appropriate superficial level
of abstraction. Conceptual models34 were not promising
towards the security management to the new security
policies and risk management. Other than authentication and authorization security issues, a risk of privacy
issue is raised in the context-aware security schemes. In
this regard, a privacy-preserving security challenges for
a mobile user were addressed35 in context-aware adaptive
security framework through judging and adapting the
context information by security control measures. Here,
mobile applications are executed through incubators to
control the communication between the application and
the device resources worked through a standalone application. An Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) structured
to evaluate the disclosure of user context (location, time,
activity, etc.,) by providing the risk level and suggesting the appropriate security control decision. A similar
approach to provide security, based on context was proposed36 about the inclusion of trust attributes to minimize
the risk of the access control decisions.

2.4 Summary
The context-based security initiated new security problems
due to mobility and heterogeneity in ubiquitous and pervasive
computing. The effective means of context acquisition mechanisms, context composition techniques and adding context to
security decision can reduce the security related problems. But
the security policy based on context should be able to work
in the changing and resource constrained environment. At
the same time, the context based security can overcome the
risk management when trust attribute is included. Hence, a
context based security for trusted entity is necessary for the
current scenario. Finally, security policies based on adaptive
context analysis for the risk aware environment are considered
to develop an adaptive security scheme.
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3. Trust based Security
In this section, we discuss the definitions, taxonomy and
need of trust in designing the security scheme. The major
review was concentrated on the design issues on energy
efficient trust evaluation and adaptivity in developing the
security framework.
The trust has influenced in many disciplines of computing networks. But, the negligence or absence of trust
resulted in the delayed service access, communication, and
business anticipation. Hence, trust is used as one of the
security parameter while providing the service access in
the ubiquitous networks. As trust is subjective, it is associated with the physical and digital context while evaluating.
At the same time, the appropriate trust evaluation decisions in the ubiquitous network suppress or avoid the risk
factors associated with the untrustworthy entities. Hence, a
well-designed and appropriative trust evaluation model is
necessary to overcome the security risk in the UCE.
Conceptually, trust is a parameter, used to exchange
information regarding the entities actions through belief and
faith. The belief or faith advances through a series of interactions done over time. Interactions may be direct or indirect.
In the ubiquitous environment, positive behaviours increase
the trust, and negative behaviours decrease the trust upon the
entity. Many researchers classified the trust into proofs and
indicators37,38. The proofs are certified information (identity,
property and authorization) issued by the certification authority or from other central controlled systems. While indicators
are possible factors stored internally or externally collected
from various sources39. In trust evaluation, the indicators are
valuable hints when certification authority does not exist.
Indicators are subdivided into reputations, experience and
recommendations concerning to the operating ubiquitous
environmental context40. Hence, researchers concentrated to
include trust while developing the security schemes.
Many researchers have mentioned that the availability of
trustworthy nodes, solve the security challenges in the network41. Hence, trust based security is required rather than
regular authentication and access control. By adding greater
flexibility in designing policies, trust provides more control
over accessing services and information. Thus, the involvement of trust evaluation and management in providing
security about the context-aware embedded in the security system42. Hence, trust is considered as a new research
attributes43 in the field of adaptive security. The evaluated
trust levels are utilized for decision-making44 in smart environments. Moreover, trust is not defined once and continued
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forever, but developed according to the need and more often
changes by time in the ubiquitous environment. Hence, a
computational intelligence for trust pointed the influence
and transfer of trust as interdisciplinary research work45. By
considering the trust definition, taxonomy of trust for the
security is proposed in Figure 3. The taxonomy is based on
the requirements of trust on services, the context of the operation, attributes for the evaluation of the entity or service,
policy for the operating environment and entity role-based
trust. By keeping the taxonomy classifications some of the
works in the field of trust evaluation and operation in providing the security framework is discussed.

The absence of this evidence was the drawbacks of the proposal in the last decades. The drawbacks are extended to the
implementation and efficiency factors also. To overcome the
drawbacks of trust evaluation and implementation, an efficient
adaptive policy and trust management47 was proposed. The
trust management works also handled the malicious strategic
behaviour by calculating direct trust. The models combined
the ability to reason human cognitive behaviour and capability to adjust the change in behavioural pattern. The works
concentrated more on trust evaluation than implementation
and identification of available resources for trust computation.
These things decreased the user confidence while accessing
the services in the web. To increase the user confidence, a trustbased architecture48 with the role-based access control system
was developed. Then the architecture will be an extended
version of the generalized role based access control system to
make the security policies more flexible. The object-centric
policies are better in these cases compared to subject-centric
policies. Hence, the access request to any resources is based
on subject credentials and identity or location context. These
models ensure the privacy for the higher computational
and processing devices. Hence, the new generations require
less object-centric trust evaluation and utilization of trust in
designing the new security policies for access control.

3.2 Energy Efficient Trust Security

Figure 3. Taxonomy of trust.

3.1 Trust Evaluation and Policy based Trust
Security
The integration of trust46 extended the security infrastructure by designing the policies and control over accessing
services/information. The usage of ontology based policies is assigned dynamically or created to the new role by
introducing the trust factor. These frameworks can handle only when the trusted party knows the users in the
same operating environment. But, the environment is not
able to present some of the factors such as:
• how trust is evaluated
• how much trust is required and
• how much access control is possible.
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The trust evaluation consumes a lot of energy as; it is not
evaluated once and used forever. Hence, any model of its
kind consumes more energy when it comes to adaptive
trust evaluation for security design. In this regard, some
of the schemes were reviewed and found some interesting
factors to be adopted about the trust assessment and utilization while developing the security framework.
A model generating the trust autonomously by categorization of trust level is proposed49 to reduce the computational
processing time. But it requires a centralized and manual
administration to reduce the computations. Hence, utilization of fuzzy numeric values is assumed while computation,
communication, and storage by extracting the context of the
mobile users. To operate in different domains a large amount
of storage and the computational memory became a major
problem. A concept of clustered networks as a backbone and
a mobile agent system to achieve minimal overhead regarding additional messages was attempted49. The assumption
of trusted authority responsible for generating and launching mobile agents made the works more resilient against
the unauthorized analysis and modification of computation
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logic. Hence, a concept of maintaining a localized trust and
reputation management strategy was attempted to avoid
network-wide flooding in the wireless network. But the
restriction of the deployment in the large scale ubiquitous
network was the major drawback to consider these design
issues. These drawbacks motivated us to find new techniques/algorithms towards the implementation of security
using trust in a large scale ubiquitous network with minimum process time and memory computation.
In this regard, works in large-scale were studied and found
some interesting things about the trust. Many works stressed
the significant role of trust in e-business in the world of online
shopping. Where reputation plays a prominent role when
we are talking about context based trusted transaction50. To
secure e-business transaction an access control through adaptive trust negotiation and access control was proposed51. By
doing so, an effort to overcome the “phishing” attack has
been included by continuous trust evaluation and updating
the same for security levels definitions. But, the absence of
the adaptability and efficiency resulted in new attacks making
thesecurityapproachveryweekintheubiquitousnetwork11.The
User Trust Model (UTM)44 or automatic decision making for
smart and proactive environments was based on Bayesian networks. The model was energy efficient by making use of the
user’s actions at present by neglecting the past behaviours. But,
the centralized approach with single user preference modelling made it feebler to work in the UCE. Inconsistent to these,
we moved towards adaptive trust models which are energyefficient to design adaptive security framework.

3.3 Adaptivity in Trust Security
A new concept of adaptive trust framework was developed52
to provide security in resource constrained environment
by keeping the capacity and service offered in the ubiquitous network. The adaptive trust includes the selection
of trust attributes (direct, indirect, context, prejudice and
social) according to the type of service requested and on
the available resources in the device. The work was adaptive towards the trust attribute selection for security but
failed to incorporate trust evaluation. Most of the adaptive
trust models concentrate on energy efficient models rather
than identifying the unauthorised entities. In this sense,
a lightweight trust based authentication protocol53 had a
potential to protect the entities from the malicious attacks
by incorporating the trust model into tiny mobile devices
with limited resources and bandwidth.
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A full pledged adaptive security protocol12 was designed
for trust evaluation and security for large/small scale or open/
dynamic ubiquitous computing environment. To enhance
security, an adaptive trust management protocol for Internet
of Things (IoT) was considered54 by evaluating the trust
using direct communication and the recommendation as a
decentralized trusted authority for a user-centric social IoT
environment. The analysis of the two real-world social IoT
applications was mentioned, and the results were promising.
By imparting the complicated mechanism and adaptivity has
been achieved to some extent. A method of multilevel trust
models55 were in progress by utilizing the trust factors/attributes like experience, recommendation, and knowledge for
computing the trust level of the entity based on the application context. But, the complexity of trust level increases the
system computation cost and overhead with the security
level and application type.
A mutual trust56 stresses more on authentication, access
rights, and privileges to the retrieved information in the ubiquitous computing environment. The concept of mutual trust
not only provides access control but also helps in service discovery and sharing57. It emphasizes on the change of trust
value and security level depending on the service, the service
provider, and the service requester. A trust-based service management for each node participating as the service provider
or a service requester in service-oriented MANETs (Mobile
AdHoc Networks) was proposed54 for effective trust management. Thus, efficient trust management became an alternative
solution when compared to distrusted or single-trust-based
solutions. Finally, the works pointed towards energy efficient trust computation and utilization in the changing
environment.

3.4 Summary of Trust based Security
The review was able to provide insight towards various
aspects of trust computation while designing the adaptive
security based on trust. We listed some of the following
findings while developing the adaptive security:
• Proper trust computation/evaluation through relevant trust attributes, preferably (Direct trust,
Recommendation Trust, Social Trust, Prejudice Trust,
Context Trust)
• Categorization of trust levels according to the security
requirement.
• Methodologies to overcome phishing and malicious
entity attacks while trust computation.
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• Adaptive nature with energy efficiency in the resource
constrained and dynamically changing environment.
At the outcome, a trust-based security designed with a
suitable trust evaluation model in the decentralized ubiquitous computing environment was the first choice. Then
computation and utilization of trust are considered based
on the available capacity and service is a context-aware
approach towards security.

4. Review Summary of the
Adaptive Security in Context
and Trust based Security
Paradigm
Adaptive security solutions are designed to ensure a high
level of authentication, fine-grained mechanisms for
authorization, sensibility to external and internal limitations to security (e.g., capacity of the computing resource,
speed, algorithms) and ability to deal with abnormal conditions (e.g., need for special treatments to emergencies).
The adaptive characteristics55–58 include -response time,
effectiveness, flexibility, robustness and self-defective
model to reflect the changes in real time applications.
The inclusion of context and trust will make the new adaptive security framework more reliable to the today changing
and heterogeneous environment. By considering these factors, we propose taxonomy in Figure 4 that represents the
security attributes towards adaptive characteristics. The adaptivity can be achieved either using contextual information’s or
through trust factor. But, the combination of context and trust
will make the security framework more adaptive and efficient.

Figure 4. Taxonomy of security in ubiquitous computing
environment.

Concurrently, we summarized the research works
review based on context and trust parameters used to
provide security. The evaluations of the works are based
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on the methodologies and techniques with the adaptability and application. The method was based on object or
policies or ontology etc. The modelling based on the creation of testbed, simulation, real-time implementation or
experimentation set up or application design.
In Table 1 summarized all the factors with the performance and application use of the research work in the last
column. In Table 2 provides the review summary of security
analysis based on the access control operation implementing both authentication and authorization. The association
of trust and context aggregation or association is to design a
security model and our concern about security schemes was
based on changing scenarios and adaptive nature to tackle all
the changes happening in the environment while preserving
the privacy of the user. Hence, last two columns of the dealt
with the privacy preservation factor and the approach to provide adaptive security. Some of the notations are used to verify
the review factors in the Table 1 and Table 2. In this regard,
the access control, trust, context, and privacy are represented
with the notion of YES- for inclusion, NO- for not considering
the security attributes and P-for partial. The adaptive factor is
represented as - A, non-adaptive as - NA, partially adaptive
as-PA and not applicable as-NA is considered as notations for
the adaptive security paradigm approaches. To accomplish
the survey, the security issues28,23,25,59–61 were strongly considered as the context-related and context-independent features.
Keeping in mind the research work2,26,62,63 are adaptive for the
dynamic changes in the adaptation of working either to internal or external context. The works40,49,50 strongly recommend
the usage of trust in access control for services or resources
in the network. But, the significance of context and trust is
stressed9,46 to provide security. On the contradictory most of
the works are found to be non-adaptive23,24,27,33,48 or partially
adaptive9,14,21,22,25,28,39,42,49,50,64,65 to provide security in the ubiquitous computing network.
Finally, we strongly intend to design the adaptive
security framework based on the following adaptations
suitable for the heterogeneous network such as the ubiquitous, pervasive and mobile networks.
• Incorporation of self-adaptive nature in the operating
and computing environment.
• Adaptive service access methodology based on the
context and trust attributes.
• A proper continuous monitoring, classification,
analysing is required to greater the new applicable
security policy planning and execution of the same for
services, applications and devices are required.
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Table 1. Contribution of research work to security
REF.

METHODOLOGY

MODEL

APPLICATION

21

Contextual graphs as a modeling tool
for managing security polices

Mathematical model

Case study about the access control of health
care records of hospital.

22

Ontology based adaptive security

Case study modeling

Smart space environment

23

Object based

Testbed middleware model

Real time application level implementation.

24

Ontology based semantic mapping for
service discovery

Context based service discovery

Simulation

25

Context content based

Service based architecture

Testing environment for health monitoring

26

Dynamic context analysis

Context based self-adaptive

Application level

64

Dynamic policy based

Analytical

-------------------------

28

Algorithm based

Experimental and simulation
evaluation methodology

e-Health application with assessment of
human observers.

35

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
structured technique

Context based model

Prototype application on Android OS

39

Trust based key generation and
distribution

Security protocol model

Application level

46

Ontology based access control for
services

Trust based architecture

Proposed for smart offices

48

Static policy and trust based

Intelligent application
environment

Application level

14

Adaptive context

Self-adaptive model

Application level

51

Policy and trust based

Real-time application model&
e-business application level

E-business application level implementation.

2

Ontology-based context modeling
methodology based on self-adaptation
policies on utility functions

Service-based application model
based on formal semantics and
XML-based language

Human tracking application for the user
presence in home, way to gym and at gym.

53

Trust model

Simulation model

Service provision application for Android
phones.

9

Adaptation loop, Information Security
Measuring Ontology(ISMO) and a
smart space security-control model

Generic conceptual level

Specific to smart spaces like home and
offices.

33

Entity oriented modeling for trust
assessment

Simulation model

Health care application compared with Cell
Peer and Fire trust models.

54

User-centric system model

Table-lookup analysis
methodology (sensitivity and
cost)

Web applications

32

Role-based and risk-aware

Specific model

Medical Information System.

31

Precise specification and verification
of RBAC policies

A conceptual and model-driven

A situational-aware application for treating
refuges and causalities in emergency
scenarios.

44

Bayesian Network based &Specific
model

Specific model

Smart office designed for user trust

58

Multi trust based algorithm

Estimation of trust value

Service oriented MANET application

62

Context attribute based

Estimation of user behaviour

Service oriented adaptive control over small
scale ubiquitous environment
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Table 2. Contribution of research work with respect to security attributes
ACCESS CONTROL

TRUST

CONTEXT

PRIVACY

ADAPTIVE SECURITY

28

NO

NO

YES

P

PA

21

YES

NO

YES

NO

PA

22

YES

NO

YES

NO

PA

23

YES

NO

YES

NO

NA

24

NO

NO

YES

NO

NA

25

YES

NO

YES

NO

PA

26

YES

NO

YES

P

A

64

YES

NO

YES

NO

NA

35

NO

NO

YES

YES

PA

39

YES

YES

NO

NO

PA

46

YES

YES

YES

NO

PA

48

YES

YES

NO

NO

NA

51

YES

YES

NO

NO

PA

14

NO

NO

YES

NO

PA

2

NO

NO

YES

NO

A

53

YES

YES

NO

NO

PA

9

YES

YES

YES

NO

PA

33

YES

YES

NO

NO

NA

58

NO

YES

P

NO

PA

32

YES

NO

YES

NO

PA

31

YES

NO

YES

NO

PA

44

YES

YES

NO

NO

PA

58

YES

YES

NO

NO

PA

62

YES

NO

YES

P

A

• By considering the above design issue, an adaptive
security scheme will make the communication network more secured.
• Privacy preservations65 while making adaptive security scheme is needed (the context acquisition is done
to make the system adaptive to the new changes).

5. Conclusion
Security and trust have been a challenge for ubiquitous
computing from the beginning. The context provides the
meaningful understand of the situation or data but increases
the security threats due to possible misuse of identity, location, activity, and behaviour. Even though security issues
are addressed at the context-aware applications level, it is
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merely not attended in the context-aware middleware level.
Therefore, security protection requirements need to be carefully addressed by the incorporation of trust. The evaluation
of trust and utilisation of trust in context-aware applications
are in of important issues.
This study pointed many solutions to couple with
security issues. The solutions that are more appropriate
to the today’s world have been discussed here with many
security and implementation credentials. On the overall, the adaptability provides an independent platform
towards many security characteristics like authentication66, authorization and access control associated with
various heterogeneity parameters to ensure the security
in the ubiquitous network. In conclusion, security based
on trust and context placed a strong base for adaptive
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security. The prioritising the adaptive trust attributes with
the contextual information develops an adaptive security
framework that can act accordingly to the dynamically
changing environment.
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